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We have investigated stress evolution in dilute nitride GaAs1−xNx alloy films grown by
plasma-assisted molecular-beam epitaxy. For coherently strained filmssx,2.5%d, a comparison of
stresses measured viain situ wafer curvature measurements, with those determined from x-ray
rocking curves using a linear interpolation of lattice parameter and elastic constants, suggests
significant bowing of the elastic properties of GaAsN. The observed stress differences are used to
quantify the composition-dependent elastic constant bowing parameters. For films withx.2.5%,in
situ wafer curvature measurements reveal a signature for stress relaxation. Atomic force microscopy
and transmission electron microscopy measurements indicate that stress relaxation occurs by a
combination of elastic relaxation via island formation and plastic relaxation associated with the
formation of stacking faults. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1900289g

I. INTRODUCTION

For many group III-V-N alloys, significant energy-band-
gap bowing has been predicted and observed.1–7 For ex-
ample, for,1% N added to GaAs, the band gap is reduced
by ,200 meV.4–7 The resulting narrow gap nitride semicon-
ductors are promising for a wide range of applications, in-
cluding long-wavelength light emitters and detectors, high-
performance electronic devices, and high efficiency solar
cells.2 In the case of GaAs:N, theoretical studies have pre-
dicted that the structural8 and optical9 properties depend on
the strain state. To date, few experimental studies of stress
relaxation in GaAsN have been reported,10–12and stress evo-
lution during the growth of GaAsN has apparently not been
reported. High-resolution x-ray diffractionsHRXRDd
studies10–12 have suggested that strain relaxation in GaAsN
films begins at thicknesses greater than the critical thickness
for misfit dislocation generation, as predicted by the Mat-
thews and Blakeslee mechanical equilibrium model.13 Since
HRXRD studies are typically interpreted using a linear inter-
polation of lattice and elastic constantssi.e., Vegard’s
lawd,10–12 the stresses determined from HRXRD studies may
be of limited accuracy. Evidence for deviation from Vegard’s
law for the lattice parameter of GaAsN has been
observed,14,15 but the effect of this deviation on quantitative
stress measurements using HRXRD has apparently not been
considered. Furthermore, recent studies have suggested that
either the shear deformation potential or the binary elastic
constants of GaAsN have an unusual composition
dependence,16,17although this has not yet been quantified. In
addition, theoretical studies have predicted bowing of the
elastic constants in alloys such as GaInSb,18 CdZnTe,19 and
SiGeC.20

In this paper, we present a study of stress evolution dur-
ing the growth of GaAs1−xNx alloy films up tox=3.0%, us-
ing a combination ofin situ and ex situmeasurements. For

all films with x,2.5%, we observe negligible stress relax-
ation both during and after film growth. For films withx
.2.5%, we identify anin situ signature for stress relaxation.
The stress relaxation is attributed to a combination of elastic
relaxation via island formation and plastic relaxation associ-
ated with the formation of stacking faults. In addition, for the
coherently strained films, the stress determined from x-ray
rocking curvessXRCsd, using a linear interpolation of lattice
parameters and elastic constants, is consistently higher than
the stress measureddirectly by wafer curvature measure-
ments. These stress differences are significantly greater than
the stress induced by differential thermal expansion during
the process of quenching the sample from the growth tem-
perature to room temperature. Although independent mea-
surements of N content by XRC and nuclear reaction analy-
sis reveal deviation from Vegard’s law for the GaAsN lattice
parameter, these deviations cannot account for the differ-
ences in apparent stress. Instead, these stress differences sug-
gest significant bowing of the elastic properties of GaAsN.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we de-
scribe the methods for synthesizing and characterizing the
films, including molecular-beam epitaxysMBEd, multibeam
optical stress sensorsMOSSd measurements, XRCs, nuclear
reaction analysissNRAd, transmission electron microscopy
sTEMd, and atomic force microscopysAFMd. Sections III
and IV describe investigations of stress evolution for coher-
ently strained films and partially relaxed films, respectively.
In Sec. V, various models for alloy lattice parameters are
discussed, and evidence for deviation of the GaAsN lattice
parameter from Vegard’s law is presented. In Sec. VI, evi-
dence for bowing of the elastic properties in coherently
strained GaAsN films is presented and discussed. Conclu-
sions are given in Sec. VII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The GaAs1−xNx alloy films were grown on epiready
s001d GaAs by MBE, using solid As4 and Ga, and a radio
frequency srfd plasma source, with ultrahigh-purity 10%
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N2/Ar. The N composition in the GaAs1−xNx layers,x, was
adjusted by varying the GaAs growth rate between 0.25 and
1.0 mm/h.14 The substrate temperature was monitored using
an optical pyrometer, calibrated to thes234d to s331d and
s331d to s432d GaAs surface reconstruction changes at
500 and 595 °C, respectively.21

Each sample contained an initial 500-nm GaAs buffer
layer grown at 580 °C. Prior to striking the plasma, in order
to avoid converting the surface to GaN, the substrate tem-
perature was lowered to 500 °C, and an additional 20-nm
layer of GaAs was grown.22 Finally, GaAs1−xNx layers with
targeted thickness between 100 and 500 nm, andx in the
range from 0.5% to 3.0% were grown at 400 °C. Most of the
GaAs1−xNx layers were grown with a high As4/Ga beam-
equivalent pressuresBEPd ratio s.30d, except when noted
otherwise.

We monitored the film stress in real time, usingin situ
wafer curvature measurements, with a k-Space Associates
MOSS system.23 In this measurement, a laser beam is passed
through an étalon in order to produce three parallel output
beams. These beams pass through the center viewport of the
MBE source flange, and are reflected from the sample into a
charged couple device camera. Monitoring fractional
changes in the spacing between these reflected spots,dd/d0,
or the mean differential spacingsMDSd, enables a direct
measurement of changes in the wafer radius of curvature.
The radius of curvature is in turn related to the stress in the
film, s, using Stoney’s equation, which assumes that the film
thickness is much smaller than the substrate thickness.24 Us-
ing the convention that decreasing beam spacing is negative,
and tensile stress is positive, the stress3 thickness product,
shf, is related to the MDS as follows:

shf = − Sdd

d0
DMshs

2 cosa

12L
, s1d

wherea is the angle of incidence, measured with respect to
the sample normal,L is the total optical path length from the
sample surface to the detector,Ms is the biaxial modulus of
the substrate, andhs andhf are the substrate and film thick-
ness, respectively.

In order to minimize external stress on the substrate, the
substrates were mounted in In-free sample holders which al-
low them to flex during growth. Full 3-in. substrates were
clamped in the substrate holder using a retaining ring which
only contacts the perimeter of the wafer. Benchtop MOSS
measurements of bare and mounted substrates reveal that the
change in curvature due to external stress from the substrate
holder is much less than the changes in curvature due to film
mismatch stress during the growth of our GaAsN films. For
the 600-mm-thick GaAs substrates used in these experi-
ments, the sensitivity is approximately 1.5 GPa nm. Thus, for
a 100-nm-thick film, changes in stress as small as 0.015 GPa
can be detected by MOSS. Since MOSS stress measurements
are performed at a growth temperature of 400 °C, we must
consider the stress induced by differential thermal expansion
during the process of quenching to room temperature. How-
ever, this change in stress is only about 0.002 GPa, which is
substantially lower than the average error of the MOSS mea-
surement, typically about 0.02 GPa.

Following growth, high-resolution x-ray diffraction mea-
surements were performed in a Bede D1 system. For each
film, symmetrics004d and asymmetrics224d rocking curves
were collected at several azimuthal angles in order to take
into account any nonzero angle of rotation of the epilayer
planes about an in-plane axissepilayer tiltd. The intrinsic film
lattice parameter, residual stress and strain, strain relaxation,
and effective N composition,x, were calculated using a lin-
ear interpolation of the binary elastic constants given in
Table I,25,26 and various lattice-parameter models discussed
in Sec. V. For comparison, thes004d rocking curves were
simulated usingRADS.27 The program is based on the
Takagi–Taupin dynamical theory of x-ray diffraction, which
uses the two-beam approximation and assumes that only the
incident and diffracted waves have appreciable amplitude.28

Nitrogen concentrations were also determined using NRA
with the 14Nsd,a1d12C reaction. Details of the NRA experi-
ment are discussed elsewhere.29

For TEM studies, cross-sectional specimens were pre-
pared using conventional mechanical thinning followed by
argon-ion milling at 77 K. Diffraction-contrast TEM imaging
and high-resolution TEMsHRTEMd were carried out in a
JEOL 2010FX transmission electron microscope operating at
200 keV. We also examined the surface morphology of the
films with tapping mode AFM, using a Digital Instruments
Nanoscope IIIa.

III. COHERENTLY STRAINED GaAsN FILMS

Figures 1sad–1scd show representative AFM images for
100-nm-thick coherently strained GaAsN films grown with
As4/Ga ratios ofsad 7, sbd 18, andscd 30. For films with a
high As4/Ga ratio, surface features elongated along the

f11̄0g direction are observed, and the rms roughness is
0.4±0.1 nm. For films grown with an intermediate As4/Ga
ratio, the rms roughness is slightly higher, 0.8±0.1 nm, and

the density of features elongated along thef11̄0g direction is
much lower. Finally, for films grown with a low As4/Ga
ratio, the rms roughness increases to approximately 16 nm,
and dome-shaped features are evident. Since As4/Ga ratios
of 30 were found to lead to the smoothest film surface, all
films were grown with an As4/Ga ratio of,30 unless oth-
erwise noted.

Figure 2sad shows MOSS measurements of the stress
3 thickness product,shf, as a function of film thickness,hf,
during the growth of 500-nm-thick GaAs1−xNx layers with
various x. For all samples withxø2.5%, the slope of
shf vs hf is proportional to the nitrogen composition deter-

TABLE I. Elastic constants and lattice parameters for GaAs and GaN used
for x-ray rocking curve analysis.

GaAsa GaNb

C11 sGPad 119 296
C12 sGPad 53.8 154

a sÅd 5.6533 4.5

aReference 25.
bReference 26.
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mined from XRC. In addition, the slope ofshf vs hf remains
approximately constant throughout the film growth, indicat-
ing negligible stress relaxation. This is in agreement withex
situ XRC measurements, which also confirmed that all films
were coherently strained.

A comparison of the stresses determined using MOSS
measurements of wafer curvature with those determined
from XRC using a linear interpolation of lattice and elastic
constants is shown in Fig. 3sad. For the GaAs1−xNx films with
x,1.3%, MOSS and XRC stresses are similar except when
the As4/Ga BEP ratio is low. The apparent MOSS and XRC
stress differences for films with low As4/Ga BEP ratios are
likely related to the observed increase in surface roughness
in those films, shown in Figs. 1sad and 1sbd. The increase in
surface roughness would likely lead to a decrease in the sur-
face stress, which would in turn lower the apparent stress
measured by MOSS.30–32 For XRC measurements, surface
roughness would result in the broadening of the epilayer
peak, but would not likely influence calculations of the film
stress.33

For the GaAs1−xNx films with As4/Ga,30, XRC
stresses tend to be higher than the MOSS stresses, even
though their surfaces were relatively smooth. Furthermore,
the differences between XRC and MOSS stresses increase as
the N composition increases. For films withx.1.3%, the
differences between the XRC and MOSS stresses are larger

than the error bars, and significantly greater than the stress
induced by differential thermal expansion during the process
of quenching the sample from the growth temperature to
room temperature, which is,0.002 GPa. MOSS provides a
direct measurement of film stress. However, the XRC
stresses are based upon several assumptions including a lin-
ear interpolation of GaAs and GaN lattice parameter and
elastic constants. Therefore, a significant bowing of the lat-
tice parameter or elastic constants of GaAsN alloys is likely
determining the apparent differences in MOSS and XRC
stresses. Bowing of the lattice parameter and elastic con-
stants will be discussed in Secs. V and VI, respectively.

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Atomic force microscopysAFMd images of the sur-
faces of 100-nm-thick, coherently strained GaAsN films grown with
As4/Ga5sad 7, sbd 18, andscd 29. A 250-nm-thick, partially-relaxed GaAsN
film is shown insdd. The gray-scale ranges displayed aresad 100, sbd 5, scd
5, andsdd 70 nm. Cuts of the tip height defined by the arrows are shown
below each AFM image.

FIG. 2. Stress-thickness product vs thickness forsad 500-nm-thick
GaAs1−xNx films and sbd the first 250 nm of GaAs1−xNx films. In sad, the
slope is approximately constant for all films, indicating negligible stress
relaxation. In sbd, the slope is approximately constant for films withx
,2.5%, while forxù2.5% the slope begins to decrease, indicating stress
relaxation. Inset:s004d XRC for the same films. Forx,2.5%, there is one
distinct epilayer peak, while forxù2.5% there is a split epilayer peak.
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IV. STRESS RELAXATION IN GaAsN FILMS

In Fig. 2sbd, we present MOSS measurements of
shf vs hf during the first 250 nm of growth of GaAs1−xNx

layers withx=0.6%, 3.0%, and 2.4%;s004d XRCs for these
films are shown in the inset. For films withx,2.5%, the
slope ofshf vs hf remains approximately constant through-
out the growth, indicating that negligible stress relaxation
has occurred. Meanwhile, AFM reveals a fairly smooth sur-
face, with features and rms roughness essentially identical to
those shown in Fig. 1scd. In addition, XRC reveals one dis-
tinct epilayer peak, suggesting homogeneous incorporation
of nitrogen throughout the GaAsN film. However, for films
with xù2.5%, the slope ofshf vs hf is initially constant,
then decreases at a film thickness of,140 nm, suggesting
the onset of stress relaxation. AFM reveals a rms roughness
of approximately 20 nm, as shown in Fig. 1sdd. The increase
in surface roughness for films withx.2.5% suggests the
initiation of elastic relaxation of stress via island formation.
In addition, XRC reveals a split epilayer peak. According to
dynamical x-ray diffraction simulations, this split epilayer
peak may be accounted for by a vertical gradient in either
composition or strain relaxation.

To investigate the possible occurrence of alloy phase
separation or plastic strain relaxation in films withx.2.5%,

FIG. 4. Dark-field cross-sectional transmission electron microscopysTEMd
images for GaAs1−xNx films with x5sad 2.4% andsbd 3.0%, collected with a
f002g two-beam condition. In addition, bright-field cross-sectional TEM im-
ages collected with af004g two-beam condition are shown forx5scd 2.4%
and sdd 3.0%. Finally, cross-sectional high-resolution TEM images are
shown forx5sed 2.4% andsfd 3.0%. In both cases, the zone axis isk110l.

FIG. 3. sad Stress measured byin situ multibeam optical stress sensor
sMOSSd striangles and squaresd measurements and calculated fromex situ
x-ray rocking curvesXRCd sdiamonds and circlesd measurements using a
linear interpolation of lattice parameter and elastic constants. For samples
with N composition greater than,1.3%, indicated by the dotted line, the
apparent stress difference is significantly greater than the error bars of the
measurements. All samples were grown with a high As4/Ga ratio sù30d,
unless otherwise noted. N compositions were determined from XRCs using
a linear interpolation of lattice parameters and elastic constants.sbd Compo-
sition dependence of the bowing parameter,b11, for which the MOSS and
XRC stresses are equal, shown as open diamonds and solid circles for
b11/b12=2 and 15, respectively. Weighted linear fits to the data points for
b11/b12=2 and 15 are indicated by the dashed and solid lines, respectively.
N compositions were determined from XRCs, with bowing of the elastic
constants included.scd Composition dependence ofC11 andC12 usingbij for
which the MOSS and XRC stresses are equal, withb11/b12=15 ssolid linesd
andb11/b12=2 sdashed linesd.
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we performed a variety of cross-sectional TEM measure-
ments. In Figs. 4sad and 4sbd, we present large-scale dark-
field cross-sectional TEM images, collected with af002g
two-beam condition, for GaAs1−xNx films with sad x=2.4%
and sbd x=3.0%. In earlier studies, alloy phase separation
within GaAs1−xNx films was apparently revealed by the pres-
ence of lateral contrast variations inf002g dark-field TEM
images.10 However, similar contrast is not observed in Figs.
4sad and 4sbd, suggesting that alloy phase separation has not
occurred in our case. Figures 4scd and 4sdd show large-scale
bright-field cross-sectional TEM images of GaAs1−xNx films
with scd x=2.4% andsdd x=3.0%, collected with af004g
two-beam condition. For thex=2.4% GaAs1−xNx film,
shown in Fig. 4scd, dislocations are observed at the epilayer/
substrate interface, as indicated by the white arrows. Mean-
while, the GaAsN film is apparently free of dislocations.
However, for thex=3.0% film, shown in Fig. 4sdd, a high
density of stacking faults is observed within the GaAsN film,
consistent with other literature reports of GaAsN with high N
composition.10,34

We quantified misfit components associated with the dis-
locations and stacking faults in Figs. 4scd and 4sdd using
HRTEM. High-resolution views of the GaAs0.976N0.024/GaAs
interface, such as Fig. 4sed, reveal a dissociated 60° disloca-
tion. The 30° partial lies near the interface, while the 90°
partial lies within the GaAs substrate, typical of epitaxial
films grown under tension.35,36 The 90° partial has a misfit
sedged component ofa/3Î2, wherea is the unstrained epil-
ayer lattice constant, while the 30° partial has no misfit
component.36 The linear density of dislocations at the film/
substrate interface was 3.9mm−1, corresponding to an esti-
mated strain relaxation of less than 10%, consistent with
MOSS and XRC values of,5%. Figure 4sfd presents a high-
resolution image of two stacking faults within the
GaAs0.974N0.026 film. In this case, each stacking fault is
bound by a 90° partial and 60° dislocation.35 It is likely that
90° partials nucleate at the surface during island formation
and glide towards the interface. In the case of parallel misfit
components of a 90° partial and a 60° dislocation, repulsive
stress fields restrict the glide of the 90° partial, leading to the
formation of a stacking fault.35 The net misfit component is
a/6Î2 and the linear density of stacking faults in the
GaAs0.976N0.024film is 82 mm−1. In this case, the misfit strain
is significantly relaxed. Therefore, the decrease in MOSS
stress for thex=3.0% film in Fig. 2sbd is likely due to both
elastic relaxation via island formation and plastic relaxation
associated with the formation of stacking faults.

V. DEVIATION OF LATTICE PARAMETER FROM
VEGARD’S LAW

The lattice parameter of a ternary GaAsN alloy film,
aGaAs1−xNx

, is typically assumed to follow a linear interpola-
tion of the binary lattice parameterssi.e., Vegard’s lawd,37

aGaAs1−xNx
= xaGaN+ s1 − xdaGaAs. s2d

However, evidence for deviation from Vegard’s law has been
observed for GaAsN,14,15 and this deviation may cause the
stresses determined from HRXRD studies to be of limited

accuracy. As discussed in Sec. III, we have observed signifi-
cant differences between the stresses measured directly by
MOSS and calculated from XRC measurements assuming
Vegard’s law.

There are several other possible models which relate the
lattice parameter of a ternary alloy to those of its binary
constituents. In addition to interpolation of lattice parameters
si.e., Vegard’s lawd, we considered four different models for
the composition dependence ofaGaAs1−xNx

, referred to as
V,Q,M, and I. The V model assumes a linear interpolation
of the binary unit-cell volumes,

saGaAs1−xNx
d3 = xVGaN+ s1 − xdVGaAs. s3d

The second model,Q, assumes a quadratic interpolation of
the binary unit-cell volumes,

saGaAs1−xNx
d3 =

fxBGaN+ s1 − xdBGaAsgVGaNVGaAs

xBGaNVGaN+ s1 − xdBGaAsVGaAs
, s4d

whereB is the bulk modulus. In the third model,M,

saGaAs1−xNx
d3 = VM , s5d

whereVM is the volume which minimizes the strain energy,
F, in Murnaghan’s equation of state,

F =
BGaAs

BGaAs8
SVGaAs

VM
DBGaAs8

+
BGaN

BGaN8
SVGaN

VM
DBGaN8

, s6d

whereB8 is the derivative of the bulk modulus with respect
to pressure at the equilibrium volume.38 Finally, in the I

FIG. 5. GaAsN alloy lattice parameter vs nitrogen concentration, predicted
by various lattice-parameter models, as well as observed experimentally by
x-ray rocking curvessy axisd and nuclear reaction analysissRef. 29d sx axisd.
The L model assumes a linear interpolation of the binary lattice parameters
si.e., Vegard’s lawd, theV model assumes a linear interpolation of the binary
unit-cell volumes, theQ model assumes a quadratic interpolation of the
binary unit-cell volumes, theM model uses Murnaghan’s equation of state
to minimize the strain energy, and in theI model, the linearly interpolated
lattice parameter is modified to include the effect of lattice expansion due to
the incorporation of N–N split interstitials. The gray line indicates the least-
squares fit to the experimental data.
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model, the linearly interpolated lattice parameter is modified
to include the effect of lattice expansion from the incorpora-
tion of N–N split interstitials,39

aGaAs1−xNx
= aGaAsH1 +

C11 + 2C12

C11

x

2
F f

rN − rAs

rGa+ rAs

+ s1 − fd
db − rGa− rAs

rGa+ rAs
GJ , s7d

where f ,0.8 is the fraction of nitrogen which incorporates
substitutionally, which we measured by NRA,29 rN, rAs, and
rGa are the covalent radii of N, As, and Ga, respectively, and

db =
Î3

3
rN + ÎsrN + rAsd2 − 2

3rN
2 . s8d

Figure 5 presents the GaAs1−xNx alloy lattice parameter
predicted by theL ,V,Q,M, and I models, and experimen-
tally observed by XRC vs N concentration measured by
NRA.29 The data points for XRC lattice parameter were de-
termined assuming a linear interpolation of the GaAsN elas-
tic constants, while the error bars take into account bowing
of the elastic constantssto be discussed in Sec. VId. The Q
sV, M, and Id model predicts smallerslargerd lattice param-
eters than those predicted using Vegard’s law. Meanwhile,
the independent XRC and NRA measurements suggest a lat-
tice parameter larger than predicted by Vegard’s law. A linear
least-squares fit to the XRC and NRA data indicates that the
deviation from Vegard’s law is most accurately predicted by
the I model.

Table II presents thein situ stress measured using
MOSS, along with the residual stress calculated from XRC
measurements using a linear interpolation of lattice param-
eters, as well as theI lattice-parameter model. However, the
stress calculated when assuming theI model is only slightly
different than the stress determined assuming a linear inter-
polation of lattice parameters. Therefore, the difference be-
tween the measured MOSSs and calculated XRCs cannot
be explained using the models for lattice parameter. Instead,
bowing of the elastic constants is likely determining the dif-
ferences in MOSS and XRC stresses, as discussed in Sec. VI.

VI. BOWING OF GaAsN ELASTIC CONSTANTS

The elastic constants of GaAs1−xNx alloys,
CijsGaAs1−xNxd, are defined as follows:

CijsGaAs1−xNxd = x CijsGaNd + s1 − xdCijsGaAsd

− bij xs1 − xd, s9d

where a linear interpolation of binary elastic constants occurs
if bij =0, and nonzero values ofbij imply deviation from the
linear interpolation, so-called “bowing” of the elastic prop-
erties. In order to quantifybij for GaAsN alloys, we deter-
mined the composition dependence ofbij for which the
MOSS and XRC stresses are equal. Since we have one equa-
tion sMOSS s=XRC sd, and two unknownssb11 and b12d,
we must make an assumption for theb11/b12 ratio.
Theoretical studies have predictedb11/b12=2 and 4 for the
alloys GaxIn1−xSb sRef. 18d and Cd1−xZnxTe,19 respectively.
In addition, b11/b12=3.5, 12, and 16 have been predicted
for Si0.59Ge0.396C0.014, Si0.813Ge0.123C0.064, and
Si0.734Ge0.232C0.033, respectively.20 Since GaInSb is a III-V
compound, we have considered a ratio ofb11/b12=2 for
GaAsN. Although SiGeC is not a III-V compound, the small
size and low concentration of carbon atoms in SiGe are simi-
lar to those of nitrogen atoms in GaAs. In addition, signifi-
cant interstitial incorporation has been observed for both C in
SiGeC sRefs. 40 and 41d and N in GaAsN.14,29 Since
Si0.734Ge0.232C0.033 grown on Si has a similar lattice mis-
match to that of our GaAsN films on GaAs, we have also
considered a similarb11/b12 ratio of 15.

In Fig. 3sbd, the bowing parameters,b11, are plotted ver-
sus N composition, forb11/b12=2 and 15, shown as solid
circles and open diamonds, respectively. Weighted linear fits
to the data points are indicated by the dashed and solid lines,
for b11/b12=2 and 15, respectively. Asb11/b12 increases, the
b11 bowing parameter decreases. In addition, as the N com-
position increases, the differences between the MOSS and
XRC stresses become more significant than the stress mea-
surement error bars. Although the elastic constant bowing
parameters,bij , for GaAsN are significantly larger than those
predicted for GaInSbsRef. 18d and SiGeC,20 similarly larger
band-gap energy bowing parameters have also been reported
for GaAsN s44 eVd sRefs. 42 and 43d in comparison with
those of GaInSbs0.4 eVd sRef. 44d and AlGaAss0.2 eVd.44,45

We also observe thatbij is composition dependent, decreas-
ing with increasing N composition, similar to the trends re-
ported for the band-gap energy bowing parameter for
GaAsN.42,43 For many ternary compound semiconductor al-
loys, bowing of the physical properties is often attributed to
lattice disorder.18,46,47Thus, similar trends for bowing of both
the elastic constants and band-gap energies are expected.

Using the bowing parameters in Fig. 3sbd, we deter-
mined the resulting elastic constants,C11 and C12. Figure
3scd presents a plot ofC11 andC12 vs N composition, shown
as the dashed and solid lines forb11/b12=2 and 15, respec-
tively. The difference in the elastic constants usingb11/b12

=2 and 15 increases with N composition, with,25% differ-
ence for x=2.5%. The bowing of the elastic constants is
presumably due to the small size of nitrogen. Lattice relax-
ation around nitrogen impurities creates shear strain, which

TABLE II. Stress measured by multibeam optical stress sensorsMOSSd and
determined from x-ray rocking curvesXRCd measurements assuming differ-
ent models for the film lattice parameter, for six samples with various N
compositions. TheL model assumes a linear interpolation of the binary
lattice parameterssi.e., Vegard’s lawd. The I model accounts for deviation
from a linear interpolation due to lattice expansion caused by the incorpo-
ration of N–N split interstitials.

N comp.
s%d

MOSSs
s±0.02 GPad

XRC s
L Model

s±0.015 GPad

XRC sI

I Model
s±0.015 GPad

1.42 0.26 0.356 0.358
1.54 0.31 0.399 0.402
1.78 0.30 0.428 0.431
1.79 0.28 0.430 0.434
1.84 0.29 0.447 0.450
1.87 0.32 0.472 0.476
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splits the valence band around the impurity site. It has been
predicted that this valence-band splitting causes bowing of
either the shear deformation potential or the elastic
constants.16

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated stress evolution in
GaAs1−xNx films using a combination ofin situ MOSS, in
comparison withex situ XRC, AFM, and TEM. For films
with x,2.5%, the film stress is proportional tox, and re-
mains approximately constant during growth, indicating that
the films are coherently strained. On the other hand, for films
with x.2.5%, stress relaxation is observed during growth.
This relaxation is apparently due to a combination of elastic
relaxation via island formation and plastic relaxation associ-
ated with the formation of stacking faults. In addition, the
stresses determined by XRC for coherently strained films are
consistently higher than those measured using MOSS, with
the apparent stress differences increasing significantly as the
N composition increases. The differences between the MOSS
and XRC stresses cannot be explained by the stress induced
by differential thermal expansion during the process of
quenching from the growth temperature to room tempera-
ture, or by the deviation of the GaAsN lattice parameter from
Vegard’s law. The differences instead reveal significant bow-
ing of the GaAsN elastic constants.
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